YON - K A FACIAL S
Allow our skilled Yon-Ka experts to take your face, neck, shoulders and décolleté on a blissful experience of perfect motion
and harmony using the power of nature, aromatherapy and science for a results based treatment that leaves your skin
rejuvenated and radiant.

YOUTHFUL ADVANCED OPTIMISER FACIAL
55 MINUTES - €95

TIME RESIST ANTI-AGEING FACIAL
55 MINUTES - €95

Firming, Toning, Lifting, Collagen Repair
An advanced lifting and firming treatment to optimise and
maximise your skins regeneration. Enjoy superior results
after just one treatment with this anti-aging facial which
specifically focuses on lifting. A course of treatments assists
and remodels collagen long-term.

Anti-wrinkle, Anti-fatigue, Energising
This energising treatment helps boosts elasticity and
collagen to firm and reduce medium to deep lines and
wrinkles. Replenish your skin with powerful actives, 24
amino acids, stem cells, peptides and nutrients. Clinical
trials prove a 12% reduction in wrinkles after only one
treatment. A course of facials is highly recommended for
optimum wrinkle reduction.
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YON - K A FACIAL S
THE HYDRALESSENCE FACIAL
55 MINUTES- €90
Sensitive Skin, Maximum Hydration
The Hydralessence - This intensely hydrating facial helps
restore the skins natural barrier function and soothes dry,
dehydrated skin by infusing multiple forms of hyaluronic
acid and essential nutrients to help take your skin to
hydrated bliss. Particularly beneficial after sun exposure or
for thirsty skin in need of long lasting, deep hydration.
YON-KA SIGNATURE FACIAL
55 MINUTES - €85
Rebalance, Deep Cleansing
A customised, restoring and relaxing facial designed to
target all of your skin concerns. It balances & re-mineralises
your skin while focusing on deep pore cleansing, with
extractions. Ideal for all skin types who want to maintain a
healthy complexion.
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YON - K A MA SSAGE & BODY TRE ATMENTS
AROMA FUSION ESCAPE MASSAGE
55 MINUTES - €85
Give your body the ultimate massage experience with
Yon-Ka Aroma Fusion. Noa Spa invites you to escape
on a relaxation journey using either volcanic hot stones
or bamboo canes. Release muscular stress, reduce tension
and restore your body’s perfect harmony and ﬂow.
Enjoy an Escape Massage with your all-natural aromafusion aromatic concentrate, choose which unique formulas
suit your specific needs:
Detox - In Provence
Using lavender and everlasting essential oil to induce stress
relief has a detoxifying effect.
Silhouette - A walk in the Forest
With essential oils of Cedar and Cypress, has a toning and
invigorating effect.
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Vitality - In Corsica
With essential oils of Mandarin and Sweet Orange, imparts
an energy boosting effect.
Relax - In Polynesia
With its exhilarating Tiare Flower and Jasmine notes, is an
invitation to deep relaxation.
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